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Which of the 

following 

statements do you 

believe are true of 

a Chartered title 

holder? 

What Chartered means to the public

61%

60%

50%

45%

41%

29%

2%

5%

They are a member of a professional body

They have completed professional qualifications

They abide by a code of ethics

Their technical and professional knowledge is up-to-date

They have several years of experience in their area of expertise

They have a university degree relevant to their role

None of the above

Don't know

Source: Online survey of 500 consumers conducted by Institute of Customer Service on behalf of CII in September 2019



The Chartered difference

81%

7%

12%

If you were looking to get professional financial or 
insurance advice, what type of firm would you be 

more likely to choose?

A firm with Chartered
status

A firm without Chartered
status

No preference

72%

55%
50%

33%

22%

They are accredited
by a professional

body

They commit to an
ethical code of

conduct

They commit to good
practice and good

customer outcomes

They invest in their
employees with

knowledge
appropriate to their

role

They give back to
society, e.g. through

Corporate Social
Responsibility

activities

Why would you choose a Chartered firm?

Source: Online survey of 500 consumers conducted by Institute of Customer Service on behalf of CII in September 2019



What is Corporate Chartered status ? 

A shared public declaration of 
professional  standards 

by both the CII and firms across the profession



The Corporate Chartered 
Ethos

Nurturing 
knowledge 

to support 
standards

Prioritising client 
centricity

to drive 
professionalism

Serving 
society 

to build public 
trust

The 5 critical attributes of a Chartered firm:

1 It is accredited by a 
professional body

2 It invests in people with 
knowledge appropriate to 
their role

3 It exceeds 
minimum 
standards

4 It commits to an ethical 
code of conduct and 
practices that deliver good 
customer outcomes

5 It has a positive role in 
society

A shared public declaration of professional  standards

Our commitments to you
• Provide relevant learning to keep your firm at the 

forefront of the profession

• Develop thought leadership to showcase Chartered 
expertise

• Facilitate communities that support good practice

• Drive collaboration initiatives focused on social good

• Grow public awareness of Chartered status in the 
Insurance/Personal Finance Profession

Your commitments to the public
• Commit to ongoing people development

• Align ethics and values 

• Commit to a customer-first approach

• Support initiatives that build public trust

• Contribute to the development of the profession

• Wear the Chartered badge with pride



Criteria

Established trading history

* Or appropriate Management Team

At least one board member* to hold the Chartered title, and the board* CII 

membersLeadership qualifications and 

membership

Core membership

Commitment to Professional 

Development

Alignment with CII Code of ethics

90% of core staff CII members

An appropriate professional development programme should be in place

Core values, business practices, and a D&I policy that align with the CII Code of 

Ethics

Three years’ pre-application trading or one yr if Lloyd's approved entities



Positive impact

Holding Chartered status enhances a firm’s ability to acquire and 

retain quality talent and has a positive impact on brand perceptions

Source: Survey of all existing Chartered firms by ComRes on behalf of CII published in 2016

Chartered has helped us be 

recognised in the international 

market by overseas brokers and 

insurers.

“ “

New and existing clients are 

reassured they are dealing with 

professionals.“

“

It is a source of pride for 

employees to be working for a 

Chartered firm.“
“

Our Chartered status is a 

formal badge of our 

professionalism“

“
agreed Chartered status had enhanced the perception of 
business as a professional organisation for new staff

agreed it had helped them to attract new staff

agreed Chartered status had enhanced the perception of 
business among prospective customers



How we support you - Consumer and business promotion 



How we support you – promotional toolkit



How we support you – Professional pathway



The Corporate Chartered 
Ethos

Nurturing 
knowledge 

to support 
standards

Prioritising client 
centricity

to drive 
professionalism

Serving 
society 

to build public 
trust

The 5 critical attributes of a Chartered firm:

1 It is accredited by a 
professional body

2 It invests in people with 
knowledge appropriate to 
their role

3 It exceeds 
minimum 
standards

4 It commits to an ethical 
code of conduct and 
practices that deliver good 
customer outcomes

5 It has a positive role in 
society

A shared public declaration of professional  standards

Our commitments to you
• Provide relevant learning to keep your firm at the 

forefront of the profession

• Develop thought leadership to showcase Chartered 
expertise

• Facilitate communities that support good practice

• Drive collaboration initiatives focused on social good

• Grow public awareness of Chartered status in the 
Insurance/Personal Finance Profession

Your commitments to the public
• Commit to ongoing people development

• Align ethics and values 

• Commit to a customer-first approach

• Support initiatives that build public trust

• Contribute to the development of the profession

• Wear the Chartered badge with pride



Peter Staddon ACII, 

Managing Director, MGAA



Chartered status  - alignment with MGAA objectives

• The MGAA’s journey in developing this new title in partnership with CII

“Attracting and nurturing new 

talent is an important focus for 

MGAs.  It supports growth, helps 

in delivering innovation and 

succession planning.”

• The benefits of being Chartered for the 

profession

• The vision of the MGA sector in the UK

• Growth

• Market Acceptance

• Government Recognition
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